
Storytelling strategies for 
reporting

Find the narrative that best suits your 
program 



Some stories 
don’t work.



How can we 
write 
a good story 
together?

“Fatty at Coney Island” (1917), 
by Paramount Pictures



1.The uses of the story
What is the story for?



Story Aim

ORGANIZE EDUCATE ADVOCATE LEARN

To build strength and 
leadership within an 

organization or movement; 
exchange strategies for 

social change. 

To engage a variety 
of audiences in civic 

dialogue.

To engage for 
fundraising and 
policy change.

To help communities 
assess needs and 

strengths and evaluate 
a program throughout 

its life.
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LEARNING 
STORY

To help communities assess needs and strengths 
and evaluate a program throughout its life.AIM

STRUCTURE

ACTIVITY OUTCOMES

MET TARGETED 
GOALS?

WHY IS THIS 
IMPORTANT?

WHAT COULD BE 
DONE 

DIFFERENTLY?

HOW DOES IT 
AFFECT THE 
PROGRAM?

OUTPUTS

MET TARGETED 
GOALS?



LEARNING 
STORY

To help communities assess needs and strengths 
and evaluate a program throughout its life.AIM

STRUCTURE

ACTIVITY HELD OUTCOMESOUTPUTS YES

NOThink 
again!

YES

Met targeted 
goals?

NEXT STEPS

Modify

Improve

End

Why is this 
important?



2.Tell the story
How to write your story?



4 steps to create the story

Foundation 
of the story

Learning questions & 
Storytelling toolkit

1.
Identify 

story
goals

2.
Identify 
the data 
you will 

use

3.
Answer 

the basic 
questions

4.
Capture 

the 
learning

what, when, 
where, how, 

and why.

● Organize
● Educate
● Advocate
● Learn



1.
Identify 

story
goals

2.
Identify 
the data 
you will 

use

3.
Answer 

the basic 
questions

4.
Capture 

the 
learning

What does each 
step mean to 

your local 
context?

Stakeholders

Relevant policy

Local Agenda

4 steps to create the story



3. Resources
Find reading materials that will help you tell your stories!



● Online workshop on Storytelling. By Frameworks institute 
○ The origin of storytelling
○ Story frames, with a focus on news-worthiness. 

● Reading guide: Storytelling and Social change. By Working Narratives 
○ The uses of the story. 
○ Case studies.

● Blog: 3 Tips on telling stories that move people to action. By Paul VanDeCarr (Working 
Narratives), on Philanthropy.com

● Story guide: Building bridges using narrative techniques. By Sparknow.net
○ Differences between a report and a story
○ Question guides and exercises. 

● Guide: Tools for Knowledge and Learning. By Overseas Development Institute (UK). 
○ Developing a strategy
○ Collaboration mechanisms
○ Knowledge sharing and learning
○ Capturing and storing knowledge. 

Blogs, guides and online resources

http://www.frameworksinstitute.org/workshops/wideanglelens/children/part1.html
http://www.frameworksinstitute.org/
http://www.frameworksinstitute.org/workshops/wideanglelens/children/part1.html
http://workingnarratives.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Story-Guide.pdf
http://workingnarratives.org/
https://philanthropy.com/article/3-Tips-for-Telling-Stories/228559
http://philanthropy.com
http://www.sparknow.net/publications/SDC_Story_Guide_en.pdf
http://www.sparknow.net/
http://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/188.pdf
http://www.odi.org/


4. Further resources
Find the exercises and templates we used in the workshop, as 

well education story structure and examples.



Inputs Outputs Outcomes

Example 1: Education program
Activity: An 8 weeks online course to train teachers to use Wikimedia projects in classroom assignments.
Goals: improve teachers’ understanding of how to use Wikimedia projects for education purposes, at least 20% of participants 
create a course using the education extension, at least 2 editathons with students from different courses, during the duration of 
the course. 

1 hour a day every 
week monitoring 
forums

2 hours a week 
planning activities

10 hours, twice 
during the course, 
reviewing 
teachers’ work. 

50 participants

8 different lesson 
plans

80 projects 
developed by 
teachers

Before and after surveys reveal that 80% of participants have 
improved their understanding of how to use Wikipedia as a 
learning tool, 40% claimed they would use it in their classes. 

1 editathons were held. 

10% of participants have created a course using the 
Education  Extension. 

0 editathons were held. 

3 months follow up

6 months follow up

15% of participants have created a course using the 
Education  Extension. 

1 editathon was held. 



Example 1: Education program - Complete the form

CONTEXT
Why is this program relevant to 
your context?

ASSUMPTIONS
How did you imagine your 
program would affect your local 
context?
What could be hidden 
assumptions in this program 
planning?

Correct assumptions Wrong assumptions

NEXT STEPS
How does the data inform your 
next steps? What would you do 
differently?



Inputs Outputs Outcomes

Example 2: GLAM Content Donations
Activity: A 12 weeks in person workshops to train 4 museums staff in using Wikimedia projects to promote their collections.
Goals: improve staff perception of Wikimedia projects as an access tool, develop staff capacity to use the projects for 
museums’ goals, at least 20% of participants become active editors, at least 6 collections on Wikimedia Commons. 

1.5 hour a week in 
each museum (72 
hours total) for 
workshops

40 participants (10 
for each museum)

48 workshops

4 batch uploads

4 editathons.

Before and after surveys show that 88% of participants have 
improved their perception of Wikimedia as an access tool.  
40 new accounts created. 
6 new collections on Wikimedia Commons

10% of new users are active editors
5% of media uploaded is in use. 
3 editathons held. 
10 new articles created. 15 articles expanded. 

3 months follow up

6 months follow up

5% of new users are active editors. 
5% of media uploaded is in use. 



Example 2: GLAM Content Donations - Complete the form

CONTEXT
Why is this program relevant to 
your context?

ASSUMPTIONS
How did you imagine your 
program would affect your local 
context?
What could be hidden 
assumptions in this program 
planning?

Correct assumptions Wrong assumptions

NEXT STEPS
How does the data inform your 
next steps? What would you do 
differently?



EDUCATIONAL 
STORY

To engage a variety of 
audiences in civic dialogue.

What we do

Who you may be

How you can join!

AIM

STRUCTURE

Examples
● Wikimedia Sweden 

Education video. 
● Wikimedia Argentina What is 

Wikipedia video. 
● WMF Wikipedia Zero video. 
● Wikimedia France Wiki 

Revue.

Who we are

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hur_tittar_du_p%C3%A5_Wikipedia.webm
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hur_tittar_du_p%C3%A5_Wikipedia.webm
http://youtu.be/tRbWDGbBAHA
http://youtu.be/tRbWDGbBAHA
http://youtu.be/tRbWDGbBAHA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywq_Ori2sWg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki_Revue_(quarterly_report_-_january_to_march_2013).pdf&page=3
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki_Revue_(quarterly_report_-_january_to_march_2013).pdf&page=3
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki_Revue_(quarterly_report_-_january_to_march_2013).pdf&page=3

